
Introduction 

Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is an intermittent, severe, and electric 
shock-like facial pain [1,2]. This pain is not life-threatening, but 
it can seriously deteriorate the quality of life [2]. Various treat-
ment modalities have been used to treat TN, including pharma-
cotherapy, stereotactic radiosurgery, suboccipital craniotomy 
with microvascular decompression (MVD) or partial sensory 
rhizotomy (PSR), and percutaneous procedures such as glycerol 
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rhizotomy, balloon microcompression or radiofrequency rhizot-
omy [1,2]. 

The exact pathogenesis of TN remains unclear; however, it is well-
known that vascular compression at the root entry zone (REZ) of 
the trigeminal nerve is one of the major causes of TN [3]. Thus, 
MVD has been widely applied to treat TN, and many positive results 
have been reported [4,5]. Since PSR was first described by Frazier 
[6], there have been various modifications in the surgical technique 
[7]. PSR is performed either alone or in combination with MVD, 
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and relatively good results have been reported [3,7]. 
In this study, we describe our experience with suboccipital crani-

otomy in patients with TN and present a thorough review of the 
literature. 

Materials and methods 

1. Patient population 
We retrospectively reviewed the medical records and radiologic 
findings of patients with TN who underwent suboccipital craniot-
omy with MVD or PSR from 1994 to 2013. Surgeries were per-
formed in patients with typical TN who did not respond to other 
treatments. All patients underwent preoperative magnetic reso-
nance (MR) imaging using three-dimensional Fourier transforma-
tion constructive interference in steady state (3DFT-CISS). 
Eighty-eight patients underwent 89 surgeries because one patient 
underwent reoperation. The follow-up period ranged from 3 to 
216 months, with an average of 43.2 months. 

2. Surgical technique 
All surgeries were performed by a senior neurosurgeon. Under 
general endotracheal anesthesia, patients were placed in the later-
al decubitus position. Intraoperative monitoring was performed. 
After head fixation, a curvilinear skin incision of approximately 7 
to 8 cm was made behind the hairline at the posterior of the mas-
toid process. Then, a retromastoid craniectomy of approximately 
3 to 4 cm was performed. The craniectomy was extended to the 
border of the transverse sinus and sigmoid sinus. The exposed 

dura was incised in an inverted ‘T’ shape toward the junction of 
the transverse and sigmoid sinuses. Each incised dura was fixed 
superiorly (to the occipital bone) and laterally (to the mastoid 
process). After the cerebellum was gently retracted, the cerebro-
spinal fluid was drained. The arachnoid membrane was dissected 
sufficiently to expose the space between the tentorium of the cer-
ebellum and the facial-auditory nerve complex. The trigeminal 
nerve and the REZ were then found. In case a compressive vessel 
was observed near the REZ, it was carefully detached from the 
latter, and horseshoe- or stick-shaped polytetrafluoroethylene 
sponges were inserted between the two. If there was no compres-
sive vessel, PSR was performed. We cut the sensory root to be 
adjacent to the pons. The root was cut about 50% to 70% from 
the caudolateral side (Fig. 1). 

3. Pain assessment 
We evaluated the surgical outcomes in patients using the Barrow 
Neurological Institute (BNI) pain scale (Table 1) [8]. The catego-
ries of pain relief evaluated by this scale included cure (BNI pain 

BA

Fig. 1. Intraoperative view of partial sensory rhizotomy in right-side approach. If there was no offending vessel in intraoperative findings 
(A), about half to two-thirds of trigeminal nerve sensory root (arrows) was cut off (B).

Table 1. Barrow Neurological Institute pain intensity score

Score Pain description
I No pain no medications
II Occasional pain no medications required
III Some pain adequately controlled with medications
IV Some pain not adequately controlled with medications
V Severe pain or no pain relief
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score I or II), improved (BNI score III), and poor (BNI score IV 
or V). The postoperative complications were also reviewed.  

4. Radiographic and intraoperative finding analysis  
We compared the MR findings with the intraoperative findings 
and analyzed the treatment results according to the intraoperative 
degree of compression of the causative vessel. The surgical tech-
niques were either MVD, PSR, or MVD with PSR, and we exam-
ined the outcomes of each. 

5. Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS ver. 22.0 
(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Categorical data were analyzed 
using the chi-square test or Fisher exact test. The p-values of less 
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Results 

1. Patient characteristics 
The study population included 54 females and 34 males. The 
mean age of patients was 56.9 years (range, 29–82 years). The dis-
tribution and duration of the pain, and the previous treatment mo-
dalities are summarized in Table 2. 

2. Intraoperative findings 
Of the 88 patients who underwent surgery, we could not find the 
offending vessel in five cases. In the rest of the patients, the superi-
or cerebellar artery was the most common offending vessel. The 
offending vessels are summarized in Table 3. In most cases (79 cas-
es), the suspected offending vessel in 3DFT-CISS images was con-
sistent with the intraoperative findings. There were three cases in 
which there was no offending vessel in either 3DFT-CISS images 
or intraoperative findings. In two cases, vessels were suspected as 
causative in 3DFT-CISS images, but could not be found during 
surgery. Inversely, in four cases, no offending vessels were observed 
in 3DFT-CISS images, but we identified them intraoperatively. 

We performed PSR in five patients with no offending vessel 
identified. The rest of the patients were divided into two groups ac-
cording to the degree of nerve compression; the compression 
group and the contact group. The compression group (n = 59) 
consisted of patients with nerve deformation due to vascular com-
pression. On the contrary, patients, in whom there was a mere neu-
rovascular contact without any nerve deformation, were classified 
as the contact group (n = 24). Patients in the compression group 
underwent MVD. Patients in the contact group also underwent 
MVD; however, six patients, in whom the causative vessel was 
small and could not be identified as the definite cause, underwent 
MVD combined with PSR. 

3. Relationship between outcomes and surgical modalities 
The preoperative BNI scores of the patients who underwent MVD 
alone (n = 77) were IV in eight patients and V in 69 patients. The 
postoperative BNI scores of these patients were I in 33 patients and 
II in 20 patients. Therefore, the cure rate with MVD alone was 
68.8%. The preoperative BNI scores of the patients who under-

Table 2. Patient demographics

Variable Data
Symptom duration (yr) 3.6±3.94
Pain side, right:left 54 (61.4):34 (38.6)
Pain distribution
 V1 2 (2.3)
 V2 25 (28.4)
 V3 23 (26.1)
 V1+V2 10 (11.4)
 V2+V3 27 (30.7)
 V1+V2+V3 1 (1.1)
Prior treatment
 Pharmacotherapy 55 (62.5)
 Tooth extraction 13 (14.8)
 Peripheral nerve block 3 (3.4)
 Peripheral neurectomy 9 (10.2)
 Gangliolysis 1 (1.1)
 Gamma-knife radiosurgery 1 (1.1)
 Microvascular decompression 1 (1.1)
 Oriental medicine 5 (5.7)
Total 88 (100)

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation and number (%).
V1, ophthalmic nerve; V2, maxillary nerve; V3, mandibular nerve.

Table 3. Intraoperative offending vessel at the root entry zone of 
88 patients

Offending vessel No.
Superior cerebellar artery 49
Anterior inferior cerebellar artery 18
Vertebral artery 4
Basilar artery 2
Posterior inferior cerebellar artery 2
Posterior cerebral artery 1
Superior petrosal vein 4
Multiplea) 3
Absent 5
Total 88

a)Multiple offending vessels are as follow: basilar artery+anterior inferior 
cerebellar artery, vertebral artery+posterior inferior cerebellar artery, and 
superior cerebellar artery+anterior inferior cerebellar artery.
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Table 4. Comparison of outcomes according to surgical modality

Outcome Postoperative BNI score MVD alone PSR with or without MVD Overall
Cure I and II 53 (68.8) 6 (54.5) 59 (67.0)
Improved III 14 (18.2) 2 (18.2) 16 (18.2)
Poor IV and V 10 (13.0) 3 (27.3) 13 (14.8)
Total 77 (100) 11 (100) 88 (100)

Values are presented as number (%).
BNI, Barrow Neurological Institute; MVD, microvascular decompression; PSR, partial sensory rhizotomy.

went PSR with or without MVD (n = 11) were IV in three patients 
and V in eight patients, and their postoperative BNI scores were I 
in six patients. Thus, the cure rate with PSR with or without MVD 
was 54.5% (Table 4). When the outcomes of the MVD alone 
group and PSR with or without MVD group were analyzed statisti-
cally, there was no significant difference (p= 0.444). All patients 
with improved pain after surgery discontinued medication; howev-
er, patients who had sustained pain after surgery (postoperative 
BNI scores IV and V) continued medication for pain relief.  

4. Complications and pain recurrence  
We observed postoperative complications in 41 patients, and dizzi-
ness was the most common. Almost all complications were tempo-
rary, but permanent partial hearing disturbance was also observed 
in two cases. The complications are summarized in Table 5. There 
were three cases in which symptoms remained after the surgery 
and 10 cases in which pain recurred. Pain recurrence was observed 
in less than a month in two cases, within a year in five cases, and 
within 5 years in three cases. Among the patients with recurrence 
of pain, four patients underwent gamma-knife radiosurgery, and 
the rest resumed medication. Persistent symptoms were identified 
only in patients who underwent PSR. Among the patients with 
pain recurrence, eight belonged to the contact group and two be-
longed to the compression group. One patient who had recurrence 
underwent reoperation, and PSR was performed because there 
was no significant compression or adhesion in the operative field. 

Discussion 

Since Dandy [9] first introduced MVD for TN, it was thought to 
be the most reasonable method of treating TN [10]. The out-
comes of MVD for TN have been quite good even in recent re-
ports from the last 10 years [11-13]. In our series, the cure rate for 
MVD was 68.8%, and the efficacy rate (cure+improvement) was 
87%. In this study, we observed pain recurrence in 13% of patients, 
and one patient underwent reoperation. The results of our series of 
MVD for TN are similar to those of previous studies. 

Although MVD is an effective surgery for treating TN, the ab-

sence of neurovascular compression in TN is also well-known. 
Some authors have reported that an offending vessel is absent in 
nearly 20% of patients with TN [14,15]. In some cases, neurovas-
cular compression is not confirmed by MR images. There are vari-
ous methods to treat this type of TN, including stereotactic radio-
surgery, radiofrequency thermal rhizotomy, balloon compression, 
and retrogasserian glycerol rhizotomy [16]. On the contrary, in 
some cases, preoperative MR images suggest that there is a caus-
ative vessel, but it is not present in the actual surgical field. In our 
series, there were two cases in which we suspected neurovascular 
compression in preoperative MR images, but did not find it intra-
operatively. If no causative vessel is identified while performing 
suboccipital craniotomy for MVD, PSR is widely used. 

PSR is performed instead of MVD in the absence of neurovascu-
lar compression, and it may be performed simultaneously with 
MVD [17]. A literature review of recent studies on PSR showed 
relatively good results [5,18,19]. Toda [17] reported that excellent 
results (pain-free without medication) of PSR ranged from 48% to 
86%. In our series, the cure rate was 54.5%, and the efficacy rate 
was 72.7%. Pain recurred in one case. The results of our series for 
PSR are similar to those of previous studies. 

In addition to PSR, ‘nerve combing’ has been introduced as an-
other surgical option that can be performed if there is no causative 
vessel after suboccipital craniotomy [16]. This operation has been 
called as ‘neurocombing,’ ‘nerve brushing,’ and ‘internal neurolysis’ 

Table 5. Postoperative complications with surgical treatment for 
trigeminal neuralgia

Complication Data
Transient
 Hearing disturbance 2 (2.2)
 Hypesthesia 9 (10.1)
 Dizziness 20 (22.5)
 Cerebrospinal fluid leakage 5 (5.6)
 Facial weakness 3 (3.4)
Permanent
 Partial hearing disturbance 2 (2.2)
Total 41/89 (46.1)
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[20,21]. This procedure is performed as follows: after the same 
procedure as MVD, if there is no causative vessel, the sensory root 
of the TN is longitudinally split into two to six fascicles near the 
REZ [16,20]. The pain relief rates with nerve combing have been 
reported to be 72% to 82.1% [20]. However, the mechanism of 
pain relief is unclear, and there have been no comparative studies 
with other surgical techniques (MVD or PSR). 

Generally, serious complications related to suboccipital craniot-
omy, such as facial palsy, cerebellar hemorrhage, and cerebellar 
edema, can be avoided by an experienced surgeon; however, mild 
complications are inevitable [22]. Mild complications include 
headache, nausea, dizziness, hearing change, and face paresthesia. 
Headache and dizziness are the most common [22,23]. In our se-
ries, dizziness was the most common complication, followed by fa-
cial paresthesia. Other complications included cerebrospinal fluid 
leakage and hearing loss. Most complications were transient, and 
only two patients experienced permanent partial hearing distur-
bance. There was no postoperative mortality. Complications in 
this study correspond with findings from previous literature [23]. 
Permanent complications mainly occurred in cases where surger-
ies were performed independently. These complications were pre-
sumed to be caused by excessive cerebellar traction due to a lack of 
experience of surgeons. Various surgical tips are needed to prevent 
these complications and improve surgical outcomes. For instance, 
sharp microdissection of the arachnoid membrane and slow suc-
tion of cerebrospinal fluid are needed rather than using retracting 
blades. In addition, it is better to use a narrow suction tip [10]. 

In a recent review article, pain recurrence after MVD for TN was 
reported to be 14.3% [24]. In this study, pain recurrence after 
MVD for TN was 12.8%, and it was more common in the contact 
group. The presence of vascular compression is known to be a ma-
jor factor in the recurrence of pain, and the absence of compression 
has been shown to be associated with lower rates of recurrence 
[25,26]. These findings are consistent with our series. Contrasting-
ly, there was no pain recurrence after PSR with or without MVD in 
our series. However, no pain relief was seen in three cases (27.3%). 
Generally, the recurrence rate with PSR is reported to be higher 
than that with MVD [3,5,19]. There was no recurrence in our pa-
tients who underwent PSR; however, the short follow-up period 
and the small number of cases did not allow us to draw any defini-
tive conclusions. 

In this study, the clinical results for MVD were satisfactory; the 
cure rate was 68.8%. On the contrary, the cure rate with PSR was 
54.5%. Although the outcomes of PSR were not as favorable as 
those of pure MVD in this study, PSR can be considered when 
there is no significant vascular compressive lesion, or the causative 
vessel is uncertain intraoperatively.  
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